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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile applications (or apps) are rapidly growing in number and
variety. These apps provide useful features, but also bring certain
privacy and security risks. For example, malicious authors may
attach destructive payloads to legitimate apps to create so-called
“piggybacked” apps and advertise them in various app markets to
infect unsuspecting users. To detect them, existing approaches
typically employ pair-wise comparison, which unfortunately has
limited scalability. In this paper, we present a fast and scalable
approach to detect these apps in existing Android markets. Based
on the fact that the attached payload is not an integral part of a
given app’s primary functionality, we propose a module decoupling
technique to partition an app’s code into primary and non-primary
modules. Also, noticing that piggybacked apps share the same
primary modules as the original apps, we develop a feature fingerprint technique to extract various semantic features (from primary
modules) and convert them into feature vectors. We then construct
a metric space and propose a linearithmic search algorithm (with
O(n log n) time complexity) to efficiently and scalably detect piggybacked apps. We have implemented a prototype and used it
to study 84, 767 apps collected from various Android markets in
2011. Our results show that the processing of these apps takes less
than nine hours on a single machine. In addition, among these
markets, piggybacked apps range from 0.97% to 2.7% (the official
Android Market has 1%). Further investigation shows that they
are mainly used to steal ad revenue from the original developers
and implant malicious payloads (e.g., for remote bot control).
These results demonstrate the effectiveness and scalability of our
approach.

With the wide adoption of smartphones and mobile devices, mobile applications (or apps) are rapidly growing in number and variety. Recent statistics [6] show that since January 2012, Google’s
Android Market is home to more than 400, 000 apps for users to
browse and download. What is more, the number is increasing at
an astonishing rate: each month will see more than 20, 000 apps
being published [6]. The convenience and functionality these apps
offer greatly extend the capability and reach of mobile devices.
Unfortunately, along with the above benefits, there are undesirable
privacy risks and security issues associated with these mobile apps.
For example, malware authors may piggyback destructive payloads
on known good apps and then advertise the piggybacked apps in
various app markets to infect unsuspecting users. For ease of
presentation, we use the term carrier to refer to the original app
being piggybacked and the term rider to denote the additional code
injected into the original app. Notice that piggybacked apps are
a special kind of repackaged apps [44, 26], which are created by
modifying and re-signing legitimate apps for distribution. The
distinction however is that piggybacked apps involve injecting
(new) rider code into the original apps while repackaged apps may
only make minor modifications, including tweaking resource files
or replacing constant strings for new language support.
With the inclusion of new rider code, piggybacked apps pose
greater security threats than other kinds of repackaged apps. In fact,
a number of security alerts have been issued about the presence
of piggybacked apps in various app markets. Specifically, these
piggybacked apps embed malicious rider code into popular carrier
apps, such as games and utility programs. Once installed, the rider
code could perform a variety of malicious actions, such as sending
text messages to premium numbers [32] and converting the infected
phones into bots [31].
Recognizing these threats, researchers have explored different
ways to detect them. The App Genome Project [26] and DroidMOSS [44] are two representative examples. They are designed to
detect repackaged apps in general among third-party app markets –
by assuming that apps in the official Android Market are original.
This assumption is intuitive and reasonable in some aspect, but
it prevents them from detecting repackaged apps in the official
Android Market, where repackaged apps are also found in considerable amount [28]. In addition, while App Genome Project
does not disclose its detection methodology, DroidMOSS uses a
fuzzy hashing technique to generate app fingerprints based on their
instruction sequences and then applies pair-wise comparison to
detect repackaged apps. Pair-wise comparison does not scale to
the large amount of apps available in modern marketplaces.
In this paper, we propose a fast and scalable approach called PiggyApp to effectively detect piggybacked apps in existing Android
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markets, including both official and unofficial ones. PiggyApp
meets the need for scalability and timeliness by accommodating
the fast influx of a large number of apps in existing marketplaces,
which dwarfs earlier approaches. Moreover, our system eliminates
the previous assumption by considering apps from different marketplaces in the same manner, which uniquely enables the detection
of piggybacked apps in the official Android Market (now part of
Google Play).
Our approach is based on two main observations. First, in a
piggybacked app, the rider code is relatively independent and does
not tightly interweave, if any, with the primary functionality of
the host app. Therefore, we propose a technique called module
decoupling to effectively partition the app code into primary and
non-primary modules. Each app has one unique primary module,
which mainly implements the advertised functionality. Meanwhile,
it may have a number of non-primary modules that are relatively
standalone. Various support routines or libraries, advertisement
packages, and mobile payment frameworks – as well as embedded
rider code – fall in this category.
Second, a piggybacked app typically shares the same primary
module as the original carrier app. Accordingly, we propose
another technique called feature fingerprinting to extract certain
semantic features (e.g., the requested permissions and used Android APIs) embodied in the primary module. To facilitate this
comparison and meet our scalability requirements, we represent
them as feature vectors, organize these feature vectors into a metric
space, and then propose a linearithmic search algorithm (with
O(n log n) time complexity – compared to the previous O(n2 )
complexity of pair-wise comparison) to detect piggybacked apps.
From these piggybacked apps, we further derive the corresponding
rider code and perform a systematic study about its functionality
and purpose.
We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype and used it
to detect piggybacked apps in multiple Android markets worldwide, including the official market and six alternative ones: two
from the US, two from Eastern Europe and two from China. Our
study includes 84, 767 apps and 68,187 of them come from the
official Android Market. These apps are collected by taking a snapshot of the available apps on these marketplaces in the first week
of March 2011. By running our system on a standalone desktop
machine (with 4 cores and 8G memory), it takes less than 9 hours to
process all of these apps, which meets our scalability and timeliness
requirements. The results show that 1.0% apps in the official
Android Market are piggybacked. For the rest alternative ones, the
piggybacked apps vary from 0.97% to 2.7%. By analyzing the
rider code, we find that its main purposes are to embed ad libraries
to steal the generated ad revenue from the original developers or to
implant malicious payloads to compromise users’ phones.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We describe
the system design in Section 2, followed by its prototyping and
evaluation results in Section 3. After that, we discuss the system’s
limitations and suggest possible improvements in Section 4. Lastly,
we describe related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2.

DESIGN

In Figure 1, we show the overall architecture of our system.
While piggybacked apps leverage carrier apps to entice users into
downloading and installing them, the main purpose is to execute
the attached rider code unnoticed. Notice that the rider code is
relatively independent and should not closely interweave, if any,
with the primary functionality of the carrier app. Accordingly,
we propose module decoupling to first isolate the primary modules
from existing apps. Moreover, as piggybacked apps still share the

same primary module code base as the originals, we then propose
to mainly compare primary modules to infer the piggybacking
relationship between two apps.
In our system design, there are three competing goals: scalability, accuracy, and efficiency. Scalability is needed to accommodate
the large number of apps in existing markets; accuracy requires
our system to effectively detect piggybacked apps with few false
positives and negatives; and efficiency imposes the need for our
system to handle existing apps in a timely and resource-efficient
manner. Specifically, to meet the scalability requirement, our
system must improve upon the O(n2 ) time complexity of pairwise comparison in existing systems [44]. To this end, we develop
a feature fingerprinting technique that extracts semantic features
from the primary module, including requested permissions and
used Android APIs, and represents them as feature vectors. These
feature vectors are used to construct a metric space from which
we can efficiently identify similar apps using a linearithmic search
algorithm (O(n log n) time complexity). By further examining the
signing certificates and other non-primary modules of similar apps,
we can effectively detect piggybacked apps as well as the related
rider code.
In this work, we assume that piggybacking mainly occurs by
adding Java code to a legitimate app, instead of native code. There
are two main reasons: first, compared to native code, Java code
is typically a more vulnerable target for piggybacking. A number
of tools [40, 9] have been developed and can be readily misused
for this purpose. Second, existing apps are still primarily written in
Java, instead of C, which results in much less native code in existing
apps. Considering the dataset used in this study, we find that only
5% of all apps contain native code. In addition, we assume that
legitimate app developers do not disclose their private keys (for app
signing) to others. Therefore, piggybacked apps will not share the
same certificates as the original apps. Next, we detail each essential
component in our system.

2.1 Module Decoupling
An Android app is typically composed of multiple relatively
independent modules. The primary module implements the main
functionality, which is advertised to attract user downloads. Other
non-primary modules may serve the primary module with support routines and utility libraries, but could also be completely
independent (such as ad libraries). Within each module, either
primary or non-primary, the code is tightly coupled or organized;
between modules, the code is loosely coupled or even not related.
(Some standalone apps may only contain one module – the primary
module.) Without the access to the app’s source code, we resort
to program comprehension techniques [5] to decouple internal
modules within an app.
For a given app, our module decoupling process takes as input
its lasses.dex file and works in two main steps. First, based
on the Dalvik bytecode, we build a program dependency graph
(PDG). Within the graph, the node represents a Java class package
that contains a number of Java class files declared within it. An
edge connects two class packages if there exists an interaction or
a dependency between these two packages. A weight is assigned
to an edge to indicate how close these two class packages are connected. In our system, the edge essentially captures the following
interaction or dependency relationship: class inheritance, package
homogeny1 , method calls, and member field references. Each of
this relationship in general represents certain degree of coupling
and our system will collect it and assign a weight. As the class in1
Two packages are homogeneous if they form a parent-child
relation or share the same parent.
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Figure 1: The overall system architecture

Algorithm 1 Agglomerative clustering
Input: Program dependen y graph (PDG) of an app
Output: A list of primary and non-primary modules
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

lusters =

reate_singleton_ lusters(PDG)

while merge_able( lusters) do

ompute_ oupling_between_ea h_pair( lusters)
( 1, 2) ← sele t_the_most_ oupled_pair( lusters)
lusters ← merge( 1, 2, lusters)

end while
return lusters

In Figure 2, we show an example run of the clustering algorithm
on a piggybacked app (MD5: 09105460be466d0 024 37df8997b061).
Initially, it has six modules om.re hild.advan edtaskkiller,
om.google.ads, om.google.ads.util, org.json, om.android.root, and ja kpal.androidterm. The figure shows the cumulative
weight values between each pair. After the run, our algorithm
effectively merges om.google.ads and om.google.ads.util and
reports five remaining clusters as standalone modules.
Among the reported modules, we then determine which one is
the primary module. In particular, we leverage the information
in the AndroidManifest.xml file that declares various components
of an app, including its activities, services, receivers, and content providers. Specifically, it specifies concrete classes that will
be invoked to handle certain events or actions. A special one
is ACTION.MAIN that represents the main entry point of the app.
Accordingly, we choose the module that contains this class as a
candidate for the primary module. Meanwhile, notice that the
primary module tends to provide the main interface for users to
interact with. Therefore, we also select the module with classes
that handle most activities as the primary module candidate. If
there are multiple candidates, we choose the most similar one by
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heritance relationship shows tighter coupling between two classes,
we accordingly assign a higher weight to the edge than others
that may simply indicate a single method call. Between two class
packages, we use two cumulative weight values to unidirectionally
sum all the edge weights from one to another.
Second, based on this program dependency graph, we use an
agglomerative clustering algorithm (Algorithm 1) to group these
class packages into different modules. To begin with, we initialize
a number of singleton clusters one for each class package in the
graph. After that, we repeat the process of checking whether any
two clusters can be merged and, if they can, merging the pair of
clusters that have the largest cumulative weight values. Otherwise,
we report the resulting set of clusters as the modules contained in
the app. Note the merge_able condition (line 2) in the algorithm
examines the remaining largest cumulative weight values between
any cluster pair. In our prototype, we empirically choose a cut-off
value (Section 3).

32
com.google.ads.utils

3
org.json

Figure 2: An example module decoupling run
calculating the similarity of the module name against the app name
in the manifest file. In our experiments, we do not encounter
any piggybacked apps that change the app name to a completely
unrelated one.

2.2 Feature Fingerprint and Representation
After module decoupling, we then generate feature fingerprints
for the primary module. More specifically, feature fingerprints are
supposed to distinguish the functionality of one primary module
from another. To this end, we extract various semantic features
such as the requested permissions, the Android API calls used,
involved intent types (which represent the way for inter-component
or inter-process communication), the use of native code or external
classes, as well as the authorship information (from the developer
certificates in the META-INFO directory). The intuition is that it is
rare for two different modules to be coincidentally the same in all
the above items. Notice that we include the developer information
to exclude different apps authored by the same developer as there
is no such need.
With the collected features, we then represent them into a vector
where 0 and 1 respectively represent the absence and presence of
certain feature in the primary module. After that, we organize
these feature vectors (each representing an app) into a metric space
and transform the problem of detecting piggybacked apps into a
nearest neighbor searching problem. A naive approach for nearest
neighbor searching is to perform pair-wise comparison and choose
the one with the smallest distance. Considering the number of
apps in current app markets, this approach is not scalable with its
O(n2 ) complexity. That is also the main reason why we choose
to construct a metric space from the extracted feature vectors.
By exploiting its triangle inequality property [43], we can effectively prune irrelevant portion during the search and achieve an
O(n log n) time complexity, thus accommodating the scalability
challenge.
In the metric space construction, we use the following Jaccard
distance between the primary module features of two apps as the
distance metric:
Jaccard(FA , FB ) =

|FA ∪ FB | − |FA ∩ FB |
|FA ∪ FB |

(1)
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6:
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7:
end if
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Figure 3: Triangle inequality-based VPT pruning
where FA and FB represent the feature vector of primary module
A and B respectively. Recall that they are vectors of binary values
(0 or 1) to indicate whether one specific API call, permission,
intent type or any external code loading behaviors occur in the
module code. Formula 1 essentially calculates the ratio of disjoint
features over the union of features present in these two modules to
characterize how different they are. As shown in [41], the Jaccard
distance satisfies the property of the triangle inequality that is being
exploited to prune the irrelevant part of the search space.
In our system, we use a Vantage Point Tree (VPT) [43] to
construct the metric space. Specifically, we first select a primary
module as the root pivot P, measure the Jaccard distances between
P and all the rest of the modules, sort these modules in an ascending
order of their distances to the pivot, and then divide them into
a fixed number N of balanced partitions, represented as Pi , i =
1,2,...N. At the pivot, the distance range associated with each
partition Pi is recorded, represented as Pi .M IN and Pi .M AX .
For each partition of the pivot, we will repeat this partitioning
procedure to reduce its size to a manageable level.
To elaborate how the triangle inequality property enables efficient search pruning in the constructed VPT tree, we present in
Figure 3 the partitions as concentric circles based on their distance
ranges to the pivot. For an app query, suppose we discovered
another app nearest_neighbor with the minimum distance to query.
The search space is then reduced to locate another app, say test,
whose distance to query is smaller than minimum. Due to the
triangle inequality property in Jaccard distance, we have:
distance(query, test) > |distance(query, pivot)
−distance(pivot, test)|

(2)

If |distan e(query, pivot) - distan e(pivot, test)| > minimum
holds for any app test inside a partition, we can safely ignore
this partition during the search. Thus we can use the following
pruning conditions to skip any irrelevant partition Pi because it is
not possible to find a shorter distance than minimum:
minimum < distance(pivot, query) − Pi .M AX

(3)

minimum < Pi .M IN − distance(pivot, query)

(4)

In Algorithm 2, we outline how nearest neighbor search works
in VPT. It has two inputs: the query app query and the current
root VPT node urrentNode. During the search, we maintain two
global variables, i.e., nearest_neighbor and the current minimum
distance. If we reach a leaf node (lines 1 to 10), the algorithm

11: if urrentNode is a pivot node then
12:
if pivot and query not from the same author then
13:
if minimum > distan e(pivot, query) then
minimum = distan e(pivot, query)
14:
15:
nearest_neighbor = pivot
16:
end if
17:
end if
18:
for each partition Pi of this pivot code do
19:
if minimum< distan e(pivot, query)-Pi .MAX or
minimum< Pi .MIN-distan e(pivot, query) then
20:
continue
21:
end if
nearestNeighborSear h(query, Pi )
22:
23:
end for
24: end if
simply computes the distances between the query app and each
app stored in this leaf node. If any distance is smaller than current minimum value and they are also from different developers,
we locate a closer distance and accordingly update minimum and
nearest_neighbor (lines 4 to 7). If we hit a pivot node (lines
11 to 24), the same procedure will be applied to the pivot app.
Moreover, we will further examine each partition of this pivot
node (line 18). If any of the pruning conditions in Formula 3
and Formula 4 are satisfied (line 19), this partition can be safely
skipped; otherwise the nearest neighbor searching procedure will
be recursively invoked on this partition (line 22). To speed up
the search, we can also initialize the minimum to a small number
that indicates the acceptable level for piggybacking detection. This
is possible because our previous module decoupling technique only
retains primary modules for comparison while removing other nonessential ones (i.e., non-primary modules) as noise. Also, instead of
only returning one nearest_neighbor, we can adjust the algorithm
to report a list of apps that fall in a range of distance with the
query app. In either case, the algorithm has the time complexity
of O(n log n).

2.3 Piggybacking Identification and Rider Analysis
By iterating through each app collected from an app market,
our algorithm effectively reports a list of related apps which share
similar primary modules and thus are candidates for piggybacked
apps. To identify the exact piggybacking relationship, we take into
account non-primary modules of related apps. Specifically, for
each reported pair A and B, we match their non-primary modules.
If the non-primary modules of an app A are a strict sub-set of B,
any non-primary modules in B, but not in A, will be considered part
of the rider code. Accordingly, we label the app with the rider

code as the piggybacked app, and the other as the corresponding
carrier app. If both apps have non-matched modules standing out,
we choose to report them as a piggybacked pair, as we are not able
to determine which one is piggybacked.
Besides determining the piggybacking relationship, we are also
interested in what functionality is implemented in the rider code.
While manual analysis in general cannot be avoided, our investigation shows that the same rider code may be injected into multiple
piggybacked apps. Accordingly, we elect to cluster the detected
rider code and group them for correlation. By doing so, we are
able to identify several clusters whose members are very similar
to each other. In our prototype, we choose to reuse the previous
algorithm and build another VPT tree (Section 2.2) only for these
identified riders. Our experience shows that the number of riderrelated non-primary modules is one magnitude smaller than that
of apps, which allows us to select a smaller distance (as the range
parameter). As to be shown in Section 3.5, such clustering quickly
exposes several clusters with the same rider code piggybacking on
a number of carrier apps.

3.

PROTOTYPING AND EVALUATION

We have implemented a prototype of PiggyApp in Linux. In our
prototype, the first component – module decoupling (Section 2.1) –
is implemented by extending the open source Dalvik disassembler
baksmali [3] (with an additional 1926 lines of Java code) to generate the program dependency graph (PDG) and then isolate primary
modules from other non-primary modules. When generating the
graph, we assign weights 10, 10, 2, 1 to edges representing class
inheritance, package homogeny, method calls, and member field
references, respectively. The cut-off value for the merge_able
condition (Algorithm 1) is empirically set to 5, which works well
in practice (Section 3.2).
The second component – feature fingerprint and representation
(Section 2.2) – extracts the semantic features of 32, 011 APIs,
136 permissions, 122 intent types, 180 content provider features,
and 2 additional code loading features, which essentially condense
each app into a feature vector of length 32, 451. These feature
vectors are then organized into a Vantage Point Tree (VPT) that is
implemented in 2, 731 lines of C code. For search efficiency, we set
the number of partitions at each pivot node to 3. To strike a good
balance between accuracy and efficiency, we select Jaccard distance 0.15 for the similarity measurement of two primary modules.
We will detail how we choose this Jaccard distance in Section 3.3.
The third component – piggybacking identification and rider
analysis (Section 2.3) – is implemented in 611 lines of Python code.
Basically, it scans the list of candidate app pairs reported from
the second component, fetches the non-primary modules of related
apps, determines the piggybacked apps, and exposes the rider
code. In our implementation, we re-target the second component to
organize the rider code with one exception: no author information
is needed to constrain the nearest neighbor search.
To evaluate the scalability and efficacy of our system, we use it
to detect piggybacked apps in a dataset with 84, 767 apps collected
from seven different app marketplaces. In the following, we first
present our evaluation setup and then assess the accuracy of our
module decoupling technique. After that, we determine the Jaccard distance for similarity measurement and report the detection
results, including the analysis of uncovered rider code. Finally, we
report the performance overhead.

Table 1: The dataset for PiggyApp evaluation († : the number
in parenthesis shows the percentage of apps that are also hosted
in the official Android Market.)
Marketplace
Total Number of Apps
slideme (US1)
3108 (29.8%† )
freewarelovers (US2)
3188 (13.2%† )
eoemarket (CN1)
8261 (30%† )
goapk (CN2)
4334 (13.5%† )
softportal (EE1)
2305 (19.6%† )
proandroid (EE2)
1710 (20.2%† )
Official Android Market
68187

seven different Android marketplaces in the first week of March,
2011. In total, the dataset contains 84, 767 distinct apps: 68, 187
of them appear in the official Android Market [25] and the rest
come from other six popular third-party marketplaces: two in the
US, two in China, and two in Eastern Europe. We highlight that
we analyzed all these 84, 767 apps in this data set, which is made
possible by our scalable analysis framework. Earlier systems such
as DroidMOSS [44] employ pairwise comparison, which is not
scalable and can only work on limited samples (e.g., 200 in [44]).
For each app in our dataset, our system extracts 32, 451 semantic
features and presents them in a vector. In total, our system produces
84,767 feature vectors. To understand the distribution of each app
pair distance, we randomly select 2, 000 and 4, 000 samples and
measure their distances with all other apps in the dataset. The
results are shown in Figure 4 (with the y-axis in the log-scale).
As expected, most apps are not similar to each other, which is
reflected by the fact that a majority of distances (around 99.4%)
are larger than 0.8 (the largest possible distance is 1). Also, there
are a small fraction (0.06%) of apps whose distances fall below
distance 0.2, suggesting most piggybacked apps are located in this
range (Section 3.4). This distribution is helpful to create a balanced
VPT tree and leads to efficient nearest neighbor search.

3.2 Module Decoupling Accuracy
Module decoupling is an essential component, which affects
both the accuracy and efficiency of our system. To concretely
evaluate its effectiveness, we randomly choose 200 samples from
our dataset, apply the module decoupling algorithm (Algorithm 1),
and then manually verify the decoupling results. As with the
module decoupling process, verification involves two main aspects.
The first one is to determine whether these apps are decoupled into
the correct modules. Our results show that 193 apps (96.5%) are
correctly decoupled. The second aspect is to determine whether
primary modules are correctly labeled. For the correctly decoupled
193 apps, our system identifies 178 primary modules (92.2%). We
further examine the 15 mis-labeled apps and find that most cases,
especially game- and social network-related apps, use feature-rich
engines or libraries (e.g., Scoreloop [30] and Openfeint [38]) for
GUI rendering, user interaction, and virtual currency support. They
are generally considered as the main functionality of an app, but are
implemented as supporting frameworks and shared among related
apps. As these mis-labeled cases are rare and usually come from
a limited number of special-purpose SDKs, we choose to apply a
quick patch to our prototype by using a short white-list.

3.1 Evaluation Setup

3.3 Jaccard Distance Trade-Off

In Table 1, we summarize the collected apps in our dataset.
Basically, our crawler takes a snapshot of the available apps from

Next we present our experiments to determine the proper Jaccard
distance in our study. As it measures the overlapped semantic

Figure 4: The cumulative distribution of pair-wise Jaccard distances
Table 2: Determining the right Jaccard distance
Jaccard Distance
True Positives
False Positives

0.05
28
0

0.1
38
0

0.15
39
2

0.2
39
2

0.25
39
4

0.3
39
4

features, our feature fingerprint is by design robust to existing
code obfuscation techniques [2]. Moreover, it provides a “tuning
knob” to adjust the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency.
Specifically, a larger distance will likely tolerate more disjoint
features between two apps, which has the benefit of reducing false
negatives but at the cost of increasing false positives. A smaller
distance leads to more false positives but less false negatives. As a
general rule of thumb, if two apps have a Jaccard distance greater
than 0.3, we consider the possibility of having a piggybacking
relationship to be very low.
In our study, we aim to achieve a lower threshold to improve the
search efficiency while still obtaining sufficient accuracy. To this
end, we choose 4, 000 random samples and use a series of Jaccard
distances to measure their accuracy. Specifically, for each distance,
we calculate the true positives and false positives by examining
each reported pair (as candidate piggybacked apps). The results
are shown in Table 2. The experiments clearly indicate the Jaccard
distance 0.15 as the threshold. In particular, the larger distances
(> 0.15) detect two more pairs, but they are false positives. We
also do not want to choose smaller distances because we still detect
more true positives as we move closer to 0.15 threshold. This result
is consistent with an earlier measurement reported in Figure 4.
We want to emphasize that the Jaccard distance threshold provides a desirable way to balance between efficiency and accuracy.
Based on the resources available to scrutinize candidate piggybacked apps, we can adjust the distance accordingly. For a smaller
dataset with less than 10,000 apps, we might choose to use a larger
distance so as to catch as many piggybacked apps as possible. For
a larger dataset with hundreds of thousands of apps, we might want
to use a smaller distance to accurately return a high-density set that
contains true piggybacked apps. In our above series of experiments,
when we use the distance 0.15, our system reports 41 candidate
pairs within 630 seconds and the distance of 0.05 returns 28 within
227 seconds.

3.4 Piggybacking Detection
From the previous section, we have empirically chosen 0.15 as
the optimal Jaccard distance threshold. In this section, we apply
it to our dataset and present our detection results. Overall, our
system detects 1, 094 (1.3%) piggybacked apps in our dataset. For
these repackaged apps, we further obtain the corresponding carrier
apps and then classify them based on their sources. The results are
shown in Table 3.
In the table, the second column shows the number of piggybacked apps in each market and the third column contains the
ratio of piggybacked apps to the number of apps we collected from

Table 3: Piggybacking detection results
App
Marketplace
Slideme (US1)
Freewarelovers (US2)
Eoemarket (CN1)
Goapk (CN2)
Softportal (EE2)
Proandroid (EE1)
Official Android Market

# Piggybacked
Apps
49
31
224
83
39
32
683

Piggyback
Rate
1.6%
0.97%
2.7%
1.9%
1.7%
1.9%
1.0%

# Carrier
Apps
32
52
98
108
26
15
298

each market. Due to the large number of apps it hosts, the official
Android Market contains the largest number of piggybacked apps,
but its piggyback rate is one of the lowest. The fourth column
reports the number of carrier apps that have been chosen for piggybacking, which in general reflects which market is of interest to
piggybacking authors in order to find popular apps to piggyback
on. Our results show that game, wallpaper, and electronic book
apps are among the most popular targets. Notice that the numbers
in the carrier apps column are smaller than those in the piggybacked
apps column. The reason is that the same carrier apps may be
piggybacked multiple times to include different rider code (one
concrete example is shown in the next section).
Interestingly, when examining these piggybacked apps inside the
official Android Market, we find that 513 out of 683 (75%) are
actually based on carrier apps also located in the official market.
This clearly indicates the need for the official Android Market to
adopt a rigorous policing to detect and potentially remove them.
Also, notice that the remaining 170 piggyback on apps from thirdparty markets. This may sound counter-intuitive at first glance, but
it is actually reasonable for two reasons: first, the official Android
Market may not always be accessible or convenient to users outside the US, which partially explains the popularity of third-party
markets in China; second, by choosing popular apps in third-party
markets and uploading piggybacked apps into the official one, the
app repackagers could reach more users for download and thus
potentially maximize their impact.
To further measure the false negative rate, we study a list of 77
apps that were known to be piggybacked in our dataset (before
our system was designed). PiggyApp correctly identifies 73 of
them and misses four, indicating a false negative rate of 5.2%.
Our manual analysis shows that these four failing cases are due to
our module decoupling implementation, which incorrectly labels
certain non-primary modules as primary and thus results in unnecessarily large Jaccard distances of related pairs.

3.5 Rider Analysis
After detecting these piggybacked apps, it is also interesting to
find out answers to the following questions: what are the purposes
behind these piggybacked apps? What rider code is injected into
carrier apps? Are there (additional) permissions the rider code asks
for? If there are, what are they? To answer these questions, we

Table 4: The statistics of piggybacked ad libraries
Ad Library

admob
wooboo
youmi
adwhirl
google/ads
zestadz
millennialmedia
urbanairship
mob lix
wiyun
mob li k
greystripe
madhouse

Module Name

om.admob.android.ads
om.wooboo.adlib_android
net.youmi.android
om.adwhirl
om.google.ads
om.zestadz.android
om.millennialmedia.android
om.urbanairship.push
om.mob lix.android.sdk
om.wiyun.ad
om.mob li k.android
om.greystripe.android.sdk
om.madhouse.android.ads

# Piggybacked
Apps
724
321
197
173
170
101
97
85
45
36
26
26
5

perform a further analysis on these piggybacked apps. As it is not
feasible to examine every single piggybacked app, we choose to
use cluster analysis to group and correlate the rider code.
The clustering analysis is motivated from our detailed investigation of these piggybacked apps. Specifically, when analyzing
specific samples, we observe two common characteristics: first,
many piggybacked apps share similar or even the same rider code;
second, the same carrier apps are found piggybacked with different
rider code. Our clustering analysis helps identify both of them.
In particular, to identify these common carrier apps, we simply count the number of each carrier app that occurs in the set
of identified app pairs. One such example is a popular game
app named om.appspot.swiss odemonkey.steam, which has been
piggybacked on at least six times: four of them are variants of
the Pjapps malicious payload [31], one is the ADRD malicious
payload [4], and the other is an ad library named wooboo [33].
To locate the related rider code, we again apply our feature
fingerprint technique to fetch the feature vectors of the rider code
(there are 2067 of them present in 1094 different piggybacked
apps) and apply the same nearest neighbor search algorithm (Algorithm 2). In this case, instead of choosing the previous threshold
0.15, we select 0.2 to loosely group rider code. As a result, we
identify 16 clusters (ranging in size from 5 to 724). For each cluster,
we randomly choose some samples for manual investigation. By
doing so, we significantly reduce the time and effort needed to
analyze them. From the analysis, it becomes evident the inclusion
of rider code mainly serves two purposes. The first one is to
inject various ad libraries with the intention to collect ad revenue or
steal it from the original developers. The second one is to enclose
malicious payloads to directly control compromised phones or steal
personal information on the phones. In the next two sections, we
examine these two purposes in more detail.

3.5.1 Collecting Ad Revenue
In the first purpose, the piggybacked apps are used to insert
additional ad libraries, which help the repackagers, instead of the
original developers, to collect ad revenues (generated from users’
views or clicks). As most of existing apps are free, developers
want to monetize by including ad libraries and there are a variety
of them [24, 29, 33], which are provided as standalone packages
for simple reuse. Many of them require little or no change on
the original code. Examples include admob [24] and mob lix [29].
Such convenience also makes it easy for repackagers to integrate
them into popular apps as their carriers. Among the detected 1,094
piggybacked apps, 1,068 (97.6%) fall in this category. In Table 4,
we show 13 top ad libraries in the rider code.

Table 5: The statistics of piggybacked malicious payloads
Malware Family

Geinimi
ADRD
Pjapps
DDream
BgServ

Module Name

om.geinimi
om.xxx.yyy
om.android.main
om.android.root
om.mms.bg

# Piggybacked Apps
6
1
8
10
1

In the table, the first column shows the library name, the second
column contains its detailed module name, while the third column
counts the number of piggybacked apps that have it embedded.
Among these 13 ad libraries, admob tops the list by being present
in 724 carrier apps in our dataset. These ad libraries naturally
request their own permissions for the provided functionality, some
of which may not be requested by the carrier apps. It turns out
that all these ad libraries ask for the INTERNET permission, 9 of
them request the LOCATION permission, 5 need READ_PHONE_STATE,
1 demands CALL_PHONE, 1 uses ACCESS_WIFI_STATE, and 1 makes
use of ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE. On average, these modules ask for
2.3 permissions.

3.5.2 Injecting Malicious Payloads
In the second purpose, repackagers implant malicious payloads
into chosen carrier apps. In our dataset, we discover 5 different
malicious rider payloads embedded in 26 different carrier apps that
are present in various app markets. These malware are all listed in
the yearly report of Android malware [39]. In Table 5, we show
the list of detected malicious rider payloads. In the following, we
choose representative samples and present our analysis.
Geinimi [27] is one of the earliest Android malware discovered
in the wild that piggybacks on legitimate apps to perform malicious
activities on the background. Our system identifies 6 piggybacked
apps that have similar Geinimi code embedded (two different variants with 96% of their code in common). Both variants add their
own activity, which once triggered invokes the embedded malicious
code, including the bootstrap of a new service. These variants also
add a new receiver to register for callbacks when certain events
such as SMS_RECEIVED and BOOT_COMPLETED happen. By doing so,
the malware can immediately run once the system boots or when a
short message is received. To accomplish all these tasks, Geinimi
needs 17 different permissions.
Compared to Geinimi, ADRD [4] is less complicated. Based on
our analysis, the rider code is composed of four new receivers,
which listen on the system boot completion event BOOT_COMPLETED,
phone state change PHONE_STATE, network connection state change
CONNECTIVITY
_CHANGE and its own alarm timer om.lz.myservi estart. It also

defines a new service that will send device-specific information to a
remote server and receive instructions from it. In the piggybacked
app, the main entry point remains the same as in the carrier apps.
In our dataset, we only find one ADRD-piggybacked app with a new
module named om.xxx.yyy. Overall, ADRD demands 7 different
permissions.
Pjapps [31] is another malicious rider embedded in a number of
carrier apps. In our dataset, there are 8 of them. All the related
rider code share the same class package named om.android.main.
In essence, it adds two new receivers and one more service. The
internal mechanism of these new components works similar to that
of ADRD. In total, Pjapps requests 9 permissions.
DroidDream [28] was reported in the official Android Market
and our dataset contains 10 infected apps. Similarly, all of its
rider code share a common module named om.android.root. As

with Geinimi, it adds its own activity and starts a new service
to set up an alarm timer, which in return triggers another service
to launch one root exploit to elevate its privilege. With the root
exploit, DroidDream requests fewer permissions, but can essentially
do whatever it wants on the compromised devices.
The last piece of malicious rider code is from the BgServ malware, which injects one module named om.mms.bg into carrier
apps to transport device-specific information (via short messages)
to a remote party. One interesting thing about this payload is that it
leverages an open source project hosted at Google code projects [1].
For its wrongdoings, BgServ asks for 9 permissions.
Overall, these malicious payloads all request more permissions
than original carrier apps, which imply that the request for a bulk
of permissions may be an indicator for potentially suspicious apps.

3.6 Performance
In this section, we report the performance measurement of our
system. Our test runs on a Ubuntu Server 10.04 Linux machine
with an four-core Intel Xeon CPU (2.67HZ) and 8G memory.
Our current prototype runs on a single thread, which leaves room
for future improvement to take advantage of multiple threads for
speed-up.
In our test, we run the module decoupling and feature extraction
separately, which is easily parallelized. Each app, depending on
its complexity, takes from 0.167 to 5.492 seconds to process. On
average, it takes 0.952 seconds to process one app. Our module
decoupling task of all these 84, 767 apps takes 5 hours and 36
minutes in total. The construction of the VPT tree requires 126
seconds. Based on the VPT tree, given a single app, our algorithm
takes between 0.00001 seconds and 0.576 seconds to find its
nearest neighbor with 0.133 seconds on average. To iterate the
apps in our dataset to locate possible piggybacked apps, it takes 3
hours and 15 minutes in total. The memory footprint seems small
as only 127M main memory is used.
When streamlining the processing of these components, it takes
less than nine hours to analyze our dataset with 84, 767 apps from
seven different Android markets. As mentioned earlier, improvements exist to better parallelize various components so that we can
further reduce the processing time.

4.

DISCUSSION

Our prototype demonstrates promising results by allowing for
fast and scalable detection of piggybacked apps. In this section, we
examine possible limitations in the current prototype and discuss
future improvements.
First, to infer piggybacking relationship, we extract semantic
features based on primary modules of existing apps. These semantic features are mainly based on the Android APIs, requested
permissions, and various intents, etc. Though these features satisfy
our current needs, they are still limited in a number of ways. To
improve the system, we could extend these semantic features to
include syntactic instruction sequences [44] or control-flow graphs.
The addition will be helpful to better characterize and identify a
particular app. Meanwhile, our core prototype remains intact as we
can easily expand feature vectors to accommodate them and reuse
the same VPT tree for construction and lookup.
Second, our current prototype largely depends on the existence
of authentic carrier apps in order to detect piggybacked apps. Unfortunately, due to the variety, scale, and dynamic nature of existing
app markets, it is not possible to build a centralized repository
having every app in existence; our current collection is far from
complete. For example, there are cases where we can infer a
potential piggybacking relationship but can not determine which

one is actually piggybacked (Section 2). Also, our collection is
comprised of only free apps and does not include paid apps, which
are sold for their features and will likely be attractive targets for
piggybacking. This also indicates the need to continuously expand
our current data set with more comprehensive samples.
Finally, our current prototype basically serializes the execution
of different components. As mentioned earlier, for improved performance, there is a need to re-engineer our prototype for a parallel
version. Fortunately, the overall system design of PiggyApp is
parallelizable in nature and does not require complete revamp.

5. RELATED WORK
Software similarity measurement and searching The first category of related work includes prior efforts in effectively measuring
software similarity and detecting plagiarized code [44, 12, 34, 23].
Among all these works, DroidMOSS [44] is a closely related one
to measure the similarity of mobile apps. PiggyApp differs from it
in three aspects: First, DroidMOSS detects repackaged apps while
PiggyApp focuses on piggybacked apps. As mentioned earlier,
piggybacked apps are a subset of repackaged ones but pose greater
security threats. Second, our system overcomes the scalability
limitation from the pair-wise comparison in DroidMOSS. Specifically, by proposing a new distance metric design and the associated nearest neighbor search algorithm, our system achieves better
detection efficiency and scalability (with O(n log n) complexity,
instead of O(n2 )), and enables a large scale evaluation instead of
sampling based study. Third, for app comparison, DroidMOSS
depends on syntactic instruction sequences of entire apps while
PiggyApp extracts semantic features only from their primary modules, which leads to better accuracy and efficiency. DNADroid [12]
uses program dependency graph (PDG) to characterize Android
app and compares PDGs between methods in app pair, showing
resistance to several evasion techniques. But it also applies pairwise comparison as DroidMOSS, therefore lacking the scalability
as presented in PiggyApp.
Smit [23] leverages a similar Vantage Point Tree but for large
scale malware indexing and queries. In particular, by focusing
on detecting malware variants, it does not have the need to further decouple internal modules, which is essential for our system.
Similarly, BitShred [34] focuses on large-scale malware triage
analysis by using feature hashing techniques to dramatically reduce
the dimensions in the constructed malware feature space. After
reduction, pair-wise comparison is still necessary to infer similar
malware families. In comparison, PiggyApp focuses on a different
problem, i.e., piggybacking detection among existing mobile apps,
which necessitates module decoupling-like techniques to partition
apps into primary and non-primary modules. Also, our linearithmic
nearest neighbor search algorithm avoids the need of performing
pair-wise comparison.
Program comprehension As our system centers on module
decoupling to identify piggybacking relationships, we also consider
the second category of related work from existing program comprehension techniques. Specifically, module decoupling has been
an important tool to comprehend and manage large-scale legacy
software that may not be well understood or easily maintained.
To reduce a given large system into smaller and more manageable
units, different techniques have been proposed in two general subcategories. The first one concerns different clustering techniques,
which use a variety of software metrics to group smaller units of
code into larger modules [5,36]. Our module decoupling technique
is based on one such clustering method – agglomerative clustering.
In particular, our system initially considers Java class packages

as the smallest unit and then infers different kinds of program
dependencies as metrics to merge them. The second one is concept
analysis [35, 42], which in general uses functions as the smallest
unit and employs lattice theory to group functions that have some
specific common attributes. We consider function-level granularity
may not be appropriate for our purpose and thus have not explored
it further.
Mobile app security and analysis The third category covers
a variety of projects [15, 37, 16, 47, 19, 17, 11, 21, 46, 22, 45, 20]
that have been undertaken to analyze or improve mobile security. Specifically, they can be loosely classified into two groups.
The first group of projects analyze a single app from various
perspectives to identify possible security and privacy problems.
For example, both TaintDroid [15] and PiOS [14] focus on the
privacy leak problem, and respectively use dynamic taint analysis and static data flow analysis to infer potential privacy leaks.
DroidRanger [47] instead combines both static permission analysis
and dynamic footprint monitoring to detect malicious applications
in existing Android marketplaces. SCanDroid [19] examines an
app’s manifest file to automatically extract a data flow policy, and
then checks whether the data flows in the app are consistent with
the extracted specification. Stowaway [17] studies a set of 940 apps
and finds that about one-third are not following the principle of
least privilege. Enck et al. [16] crafted a byte code decompiler to
study 1, 100 popular Android apps for characterization. All these
tools use static analysis, or dynamic analysis, or both techniques
to infer some specific security or privacy properties for individual
mobile app. In contrast, PiggyApp uses feature vectors, rather
than more expensive and complicated static or dynamic analysis
techniques, to enable the rapid comparison of pairs of apps.
The second group is more closely related to PiggyApp, as it
involves the interactions between apps. For example, one line of
research [37, 11, 18, 21, 13, 10] studies the security risks causes by
inter-application interaction. Among them, both ComDroid [11]
and Saint [37] examine the interfaces third-party apps export in order to uncover possible unintended consequences. Woodpecker [21]
focuses on a similar “capability leak” problem in Android firmware
apps preloaded on the device. Numerous solutions to this problem
have been proposed. For example, Saint [37] further extends the
Android framework to enforce a user-configurable inter-application
policy. Felt et al. [18] proposes a mechanism called IPC Inspection
that allows the framework to inspect the complete call chain that
leads to a request for a dangerous feature. QUIRE [13] addresses
the same permission delegation problem by proposing IPC call
chain tracking to identify the provenance of these IPC requests
and then enforce security checks. Bugiel et al. [10] use a runtime monitor to regulate communications between apps, to protect
Android against confused deputy and colluding apps attacks. While
PiggyApp is concerned with the relationship between apps and the
interfaces they export, it differs substantially from these systems in
that it does not attempt to model the flow of information or control
through an app; PiggyApp is concerned with the similarity between
two apps, not what they do or whether they may be tricked into
doing something inappropriate.
Another line of research [7,8] focuses more broadly on entire app
markets. For example, Stratus [7] explores the security problem
of the whole app ecosystem composed of multiple markets, each
of which has its own security policy, and proposes a new app
installation method to retain the original single-market security semantics (e.g., kill switches or developer name consistency). While
its focus is markedly different from ours, both directly concern the
issues that face app marketplaces today. Barrera et al. [8] uses
a self-organization map to analyze 1,100 popular Android apps

and identifies common usage patterns of permissions shared by
different apps. Our approach also employs clustering techniques
and extracts certain semantic features from the set of permissions
an app requests. However, Barrera et al. uses them to visualize the
relationships (in terms of requested permissions) among popular
apps. PiggyApp instead makes use of them to build a VPT tree for
efficient piggybacking detection.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present PiggyApp, a system for fast and scalable detection of piggybacked apps in existing Android markets.
Based on the observation that in a piggybacked app, the added rider
code is loosely coupled with the primary functionality (or module)
of the original app, we develop a module decoupling technique to
effectively locate the primary module for comparison. To avoid
pair-wise comparison, we further propose a scalable approach to
extract semantic features from the decoupled primary modules and
organize them in a metric space, which allows for fast and efficient
search (with O(n log n) complexity). We have implemented a
prototype and used it to detect piggybacked apps in a dataset
collected from seven different markets. Our results show that
0.97% to 2.7% of apps hosted in these markets, including the
official Android Market, are piggybacked. Based on these results,
we further analyze rider code and find that it mainly serves two
purposes: stealing ad revenue and implanting malicious payloads.
These results call for a rigorous vetting process for their detection.
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